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iii. LIMITS ON DISCRETE SOURCLS
Let us assume that the diffuse X-rays arise as the integrated effect of discrete sources of constant apparent luminosity j(photons/sect distributed uniformly randomly over the sky. Then in a set of bins containing -; The detector actually pointed t th C nus Lpop during th' ime. T obviate our limit on galactic panel-ry a s, this source wou^a iave to grave a spectrum flatter than the diffuse component, whereas a previous measurement (8) shows this to have the softest known X-ray spectrum. All the above limits as independent information concerning an appropriate range of energies.
Note that the limit obtai.ned above applies only to sources of constant apparent luminosity. Sources of constant absolute luminosity distributed throughout a volume will add a term n var j to the expected variance, due to the dispersion in apparent emissivity proportional to j-5/2. where 61 = 3 F). We observe no discrete sources, therefore to 98 percent confidence n !(. 3. We have a = 0.004, giving us a lower limit of only 7000 sources using this technique, and we feel a previously published lower limit 12 of 10 9 sources should be corrected to a similarly small number.)
A much stronger lower limit is obtained if one considers the actual clustered distribution of galaxies instead of a random distribution. We compare with the calculations of Wolfe and Burbidge 2 , who used the correlation technique developed by Chandrasekhar and Munch 15 . We divide our data 6 into ^i = 220 bins of 0.205 seconds during the scan and construct the observed
where A = 0.102 k degrees, and X represents the average number of counts r in one bin. We present the results in Figure 2 , along with the previous theoretical calculation. Our data are consistent with random scatter about zero intrinsic correlation. The valid range of these measurements extend from the collimator resolution of 2° up to about $°, where scatter increases die to the 23° limit of our scan. The data present a clear contradiction to supercluster and some cluster models for the origin of the diffuse X-rays. Independently, the data stand as a constraint to other theoretical calculations which might employ different cosmological models or connect the X-rays to galaxies in a manner different than the direct proportionality assumed by Wolfe and Burbidge. LAS ANGLE (DEGREES)
